21 April 2015 - Lugano - Events and Conference:

İNIN One Earth Choir and its main international cultural developments
Foundation of the Club of Budapest Switzerland
Program

INVITED GUESTS of the CITY OF LUGANO
- Hon. Marco Borradori, Mayor of the City of Lugano
- Giovanna Masoni Brenni, Deputy Mayor, Municipal Councillor for Culture and Education
- Cristina Zanini Barzaghi, Municipal Councillor for Urban Services and Constructions
- Michele Bertini, Municipal Councillor for Security and Sports
- Lorenzo Quadri, Municipal Councillor for Sociality, Tourism and Events
- Michele Foletti Municipal Councillor for Finance and Economy
- Angelo Jelmini, Municipal Councillor for Territorial Development

GUESTS of HONOUR from the CLUB OF BUDAPEST
- Ervin Laszlo - Scientist, Philosopher of Sciences, Founder of the Club of Budapest
- Maria Sagi - Science Director of the Club of Budapest - Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest
- Dana Amma Day - Director Club of Budapest England - Founder of Positive TV

INVITED GUESTS, to be confirmed
- Elly Pradervand - Founder and President of the World Women's Summit Foundation, Geneva
- Paolo Renati, Scientist, Engineer, Philosopher of Sciences, Italy

9:30 am
Center for İNIN Holographic Evolving, via San Giorgio 2, 6976 Castagnola

• Visit to the İNIN Center - Offices of the Club of Budapest Switzerland
Meeting between the Guests of the Club of Budapest (CoB), representatives of the City, and the members of the ‘İNIN Team’.
Anna Bacchia, President of the Cultural Association ‘Vocal Sound’ of Lugano, Association which has welcomed the CoB Switzerland as part of its organization, presents the İNIN Center of the Association, which from April 21st on will host in Lugano the Club of Budapest Switzerland.

Video Interviews: • Ervin Laszlo: The Club of Budapest - International Programs and Projects
• Anna Bacchia: The CoB Switzerland and its venue in Lugano: the Center for İNIN Holographic Evolving and its programs
• Representative of the City: The upcoming inauguration of the new Cultural Center ‘LAC’

12:00 am
Ristorante Olimpia - Piazza Riforma, Lugano

• Lunch Break
Informal Lunch with the Guests of the CoB, representatives of the City of Lugano, the İNIN Team and the Chair Persons of the ‘Vocal Sound’ Association.
CONFERENCE

ININ One Earth Choir and its main international cultural developments, on the theme:
many native languages, one only human language: empathy and social trust as pillars of a human culture -

Main Speakers

The Mayor of Lugano, Marco Borradori:
° for the City of Lugano and the inauguration of the new cultural center LAC - Lugano Art & Culture
° for a greeting to the international programs created by the ININ One Earth Choir Project, to the Club of Budapest and to the Fuji Declaration
° for a meeting with the school children of Lugano, which have, with their drawings, invited children worldwide to share the ININ One Earth Choir project

Ervin Laszlo:
° for the Club of Budapest and its most recent international cultural programs
° for the Fuji Declaration launched by the Goi Peace Foundation of Tokyo and the CoB -

Anna Bacchia
° for the ININ Projects and ININ One Earth Choir,
° for the CoB Switzerland
° for the partnership with the Fuji Declaration launched by the Goi Peace Foundation of Tokyo

Conference Themes

1 - Anna Bacchia
Welcome and Opening - Presentation of the Guests
Presentation of the ININ One Earth Choir Project and its launch from the City of Lugano

Roman Calzaferri
The Architecture of a worldwide cultural Project

Anna Bacchia
The main international cultural developments of the ONEC Project

2 - FOUNDATION of the CLUB OF BUDAPEST SWITZERLAND

Ervin Laszlo
The Foundation of the Club of Budapest (CoB) - and the CoB today: the CoB International Network and its venues in the world.
The Invitation to Anna Bacchia to create and direct the CoB Switzerland

Anna Bacchia
The ININ Projects and the CoB Switzerland

The Mayor M. Borradori
From the City of Lugano, Welcome to the CoB Switzerland: Science Art Culture
The new cultural center LAC, and the significance of international projects in the City of Lugano

Maria Sagi
Greetings from the CoB and its Board of Trustees

Dana Amma Day
Greetings from the CoB UK

3 - Skype Call with an EXTERNAL GUEST and collaborator of the CoB Switzerland

4 - Partnership of ININ One Earth Choir with the FUJI DECLARATION of the GOI PEACE FOUNDATION,
a declaration of Peace created by Hiroo Saionji, Masami Saionji, and Ervin Laszlo

Ervin Laszlo
The Fuji Declaration as seen by one of its initiators

Anna Bacchia
The themes of the Fuji Declaration
The Ceremony of Peace at the basis of the Mount Fuji, and its opening with the Music ININ, the theme of the One Earth Choir.
Gift of the Music ININ to the Hon. Mayor and to the Municipal Councilor for Culture

Mayor, Deputy Mayor or Councilor: Intervention

5 - The ININ PROJECT, Intuitive Intelligence - Video ININ

Anna Bacchia
The ININ SCHOOL - the Programs which are already active at the School of Contemporary Music in Lugano - Future ININ Projects, in collaboration with the CoB Switzerland
6 - The FOUNDATION STONE of ÌNIN One Earth Choir, and the children of Lugano

Anna Bacchia The significance of the Foundation Stone of ÌNIN One Earth Choir
School Children bring their DRAWINGS to the Mayor, drawings with which they are greeting from Lugano the children around the Earth, inviting them to participate in the ÌNIN One Earth Choir Project.

A child short intervention
The Mayor M. Borradori Greetings to the children of Lugano, and to all the children in the world

7 - Closing remarks
Invitation to the ÌNIN Theatre, at 8:30pm
“ÌNIN One Earth Choir: the Symphony of many native languages, and one only human language on stage”

4:00 pm
Ristorante Olimpia, Piazza Riforma, Lugano
• Coffee time

8:30 pm
Studio Foce, via Foce 1 - Cassarate Lugano
• ÌNIN THEATRE

“ÌNIN One Earth Choir: the Symphony of many native languages and one only human language, on stage”
A Narration by and with Anna Bacchia - Featured Guest: Ervin Laszlo -
ÌNIN Theatre: for new voices, new listeners, new spectators of the world

The invitation to Theatre is for the guests of the day, for the Mayor, for the Municipal Councilors, for the Cities Cultural Directors, for the Artists, for the people of the City of Lugano:

with the surprise of a Symphony on stage, visible